
7 BO F H Flat Base Fluid Head

780HF Fluid Head is designed and built for professional videographers and cinematographers who want real quality at an affordable 

price. The fixed counterbalance helps support payloads of up to 10kg (22Ibs) and combined with a variable tilt drag allows you to 

adjust the movement to suit your needs. 
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Insurance button 

3/8" screw hole 

lilt damping dial 

Horizontal locking knob 

Features 

Tilt drag is continuous 
adjustable. 

Specifications 
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Counterbalance Payload

Counterbalance

Grades of pan drag 

Grades of tilt drag 

Counterbalance Graph 
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Pan drag is continuous 
adjustable. 

10kg / 22lbs 

Pan damping dial 

Bubble level 

GP1 Quick release plate x1pc 

A built-in bubble level to 
assist balancing. 
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6kg / 13.2lbs

Fixed 

Continuous adjustable 
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Camera plate locking knob 

1/4" screw hole 

lilt locking knob 

GB2 Pan handle x2pc 

GP1 quick release plate. Additional 1/4"-20 & 3/8"-16 
screw hole for 

articulating accessories. 

Tilt range -75°~+90° 

Temperature range -40°C~+80°C

Net weight 1.8kg / 4.0lbs 

Bowl size Flat base 

140mm/5.5in 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 142.5mm/5.6in 

Balance Chart Total Load Kg 
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... :... I E-IMAGE Tripod GA230 Instruction

Instructions 

G) 

1. The geared center column will raise up when you revolve the crank clockwise, 
otherwise.it goes down.

3. Stone Bag attaches to your tripod's three legs and supports a counterweight,
which can provide additional stability and balance. 

2-1. Open the locking to expand or collapse tripod tube.

2-2. Rubber feet with retractable spikes.

4. Fluid head or camera can be attached to the tripod directly.
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